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1 INTRODUCTION

This report outlines the assumptions, design criteria, and methodology utilized in the criticality analysis
for the South Texas Units 3 & 4 Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) fuel storage racks. The
criticality safety analysis is performed for the New Fuel Storage Vault and Spent Fuel Storage Pool
baseline rack design, which is based on a stainless steel rack using a B4C/Al fixed neutron absorber.
Furthermore, the analysis assumes that fresh and spent fuel will be stored in identical racks, with the
possible exception of the number of storage locations in the rack modules installed in the two different
storage locations/areas. The fuel bundle design considered in the analysis is a representative fuel design.

'1.1 DESIGN CRITERIA

The design criteria are consistent with General Design Criterion (GDC) 62, Reference [1], and consider
NRC guidance given in Reference [2]. Section 2 describes the analysis methods including a description
of the computer codes used to perform the criticality safety analysis. A brief description of the design
criteria follows.

* New Fuel Storage Vault - 1 OCFR50.68 [3]

- Requires that keff at the 95/95 upper tolerance limit value is less than 0.95 (including
applicable biases and uncertainties) when flooded with full density unborated water.

- Requires that keff at the 95/95 upper tolerance limit value is less than 0,.98 (including
applicable biases and uncertainties) under optimum moderation conditions.

f'c
- Note that an additional administrative margin of[ is included in this criticality

safety analysis.

* Spent Fuel Storage Pool - 10CFR50.68 [3]

- Requires that keff at the 95/95 upper tolerance limit value is less than 0.95 (including
applicable biases and uncertainties) when flooded with full density unborated water.

- Note that an additional administrative margin ofL -is included in this criticality
safety analysis.

1.2 DESIGN APPROACH

This criticality safety analysis does not take credit for burnup, but does take credit for the fixed poison in
the racks and a modest number of fuel rods containing gadolinia as necessary. The most reactive spent
fuel pool temperature (with full moderator density of 1.0 g/cm3 ) is used throughout the analysis such that
the results are valid over the nominal spent fuel pool temperature range (32 'F to 160 'F). Note that this is
also applicable to the New Fuel Storage Vault because it was demonstrated that the highest reactivity is
caused by full density water[ jc
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The reactivity characteristics of the storage racks were evaluated using an[
This environment was also used in the evaluation of physical tolerances and uncertainties.

- a,c
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2 METHODOLOGY

This section describes the methodology used to assure criticality safety when performing the analysis of
the storage of fresh and depleted fuel at South Texas Units 3 & 4. The analysis methodology employs: (1)
the SCALE Version 5.1 code system [4] for the criticality calculations utilizing the 44 group Evaluated
Nuclear Data File, Version 5 (ENDF/B-V) neutron cross section library, and (2) the PHOENIX4 code
used for simulation of in-reactor fuel bundle depletion [8] to determine maximum reactivity with
gadolinia. The latter code utilizes an ENDF/B-VI based 34 group cross section library.

The following two sections describe the application and validation of these codes in more detail.

2.1 THE SCALE VERSION 5.1 CODE AND VALIDATION

The SCALE system was developed for the NRC to satisfy the need for a standardized method of analysis

for evaluation of nuclear fuel facilities and shipping package designs.

The SCALE Version 5.1 system, used in both the benchmarking and the modeling of fuel bundle
configurations, includes the control module CSAS25 and the following functional modules: BONAMI,
NITAWL-II and KENO V.a. All references to KENO in this report refer to the KENO V.a module.

Validation of SCALE Version 5.1 for the purposes of fuel storage rack analysis is based on the analysis of
selected critical experiments. The validation suite is based on fresh U0 2 experiments selected from
Reference [6] and judged to be appropriate and applicable to this analysis. The suite of critical
experiments is specifically selected to match the physical characteristics of the representative fuel bundles
in the spent fuel pool. The fuel lattices are low enriched U0 2 clad in zirconium alloy tubes and
surrounded by light water. The benchmarks used are also applicable since no bumup credit is taken in
this BWR analysis. This means that the fresh U0 2 experiments are entirely applicable. Furthermore, the
benchmark suite contains some experiments containing fixed poison panels containing boron as well as
some experiments featuring gadolinia, Gd 20 3, absorbers. Therefore, the utilized validation study is
judged to be appropriate and applicable to this analysis. In addition, the area of applicability of the
benchmark suite and trends relative to important parameters were also considered in the validation.

The 95/95 confidence level uncertainty and methodology bias derived from the validation analysis is

L and j, respectively.

2.2 THE PHOENIX4 CODE AND VALIDATION

PHOENIX4 is a two-dimensional, multi-group neutron transport theory lattice code developed for nuclear
design of BWRs and used to calculate the lattice physics constants for BWR fuel assemblies [8]. It solves
the discrete ordinate's form of the two-dimensional neutron transport equation in Cartesian coordinates.
Furthermore, PHOENIX4 uses a two-step method where a pin cell calculation is performed using an
integral method to obtain a spectrum to collapse the fine group structure to a problem specific working
group structure. The problem specific working group structure is then used to complete the two-
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dimensional SN calculation. The multigroup cross sections are based on an ENDF/B-VI based 34-group
cross section library, as stated before.

For the purpose of spent fuel criticality analysis calculations, PHOENIX4 is used for fuel bundle
depletion calculations to determine its reactivity behavior as a function of burnup. PHOENIX4 has been

evaluated against a set of critical experiments and fission rate data to provide verification and validation
of the cross section library. The data set includes Strawbridge & Barry critical, the BAPL critical and
KRITZ data (which also include assemblies containing Gd2O3 burnable absorbers). The critical pin cell

experiments modeled geometries that cover the range of current light water reactor fuel assemblies.
Comparing PHOENIX4 to the KRITZ fission rate data showed that the code can accurately predict local
pin power distributions [8]. Furthermore, PHOENIX4 is approved for usage of the[

2.3 PEAK REACTIVITY DETERMINATION

When considering fuel rods containing gadolinia burnable absorber (BA) for reactivity hold-down, it is
possible that the fuel bundle reactivity will increase as a function of depletion. This is because gadolinia,
as a BA, depletes faster than the uranium fuel in the fuel bundle. Fuel bundle depletion calculations are

performed in the PHOENIX4 lattice code to determine the reactivity behavior of the fuel bundle as a
function of burnup. This allows for the determination of the most reactive time in the lifetime of the

design basis bundle. Any reactivity increase from fresh conditions to peak reactivity must be accounted
for in this analysis.

I

Iac
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After the rack model is deemed to be acceptable, depletion calculations can be performed. The bundle

depletion is performed with appropriate in-core conditions and geometry. These conditions include the
following consideration applicable to the representative fuel design:t

]ac

The depleted compositions are then restarted in the rack model at a range of burnups to establish the
reactivity behavior of the fuel bundle in the cold rack conditions as a function of depletion.

Fuel bundles with a large number of BA pins and/or a large BA content per pin can achieve peak
reactivity after Beginning-Of-Life (BOL). This peak tends to occur between[

ac

2.4 TOLERANCES, UNCERTAINTIES, ALI BIASES

Biases and uncertainties are used to define a conservative Upper Subcritical Limit (USL). Three

categories of these allowances are considered:

1. Calculational and methodology biases and uncertainties;

2. Manufacturing tolerances; and

3. Temperature bias (to cover operating range).

The approach used for the determination of the calculational and methodology biases is described below.
For a given KENO Monte Carlo-calculated value of keff and associated one sigma uncertainty, a rigorous
treatment is used to ensure each uncertainty is calculated as a 95% upper bound on the uncertainty. This
method determines the best estimate keff difference in the perturbed case and then adds a term for the

calculation uncertainties. This term is determined by root-sum-squaring the two uncertainties and then
multiplying by the one-sided 95% confidence interval multiplier. This is shown below in Equation 1:

2 )
Akeff = k pert - kbase + M 95 /95 (V cpert +l 07 base Eqn (1)

where,
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Akff = the design basis reactivity change for a particular perturbation;

kpert = the k.ff from the perturbed calculation;

kbase the keff from the base calculation;

M95/95 = one-sided 95% confidence interval multiplier [11 ];

Opert the Monte Carlo uncertainty from the perturbed calculation; and

Gbase the Monte Carlo uncertainty from the base calculation.

Manufacturing tolerance variations can result in an increase in the system kff and are therefore considered
in this analysis. Both fuel and rack manufacturing variations are evaluated. The fuel manufacturing
variations include enrichment uncertainty, pellet diameter, clad thickness, pin pitch, and bundle channel
thickness. The rack tolerance manufacturing variations include storage cell thickness, center-to-center
bundle pitch, eccentric bundle position, neutron absorber thickness, and B-10 loading/content.

The temperatur bi*s * considered by varying the temperature from 32 'F to 160 'F. The bounding pool
M[ ýa,c

temperature isi. Each integer temperature fromL__ was run. While is the limiting
case, it is worth noting that there are no statistically significant differences among any of the temperatures
between[ '|cThis is in agreement with the expected results. Temperature increases in the
SFP will result in decreased reactivity.

The uncertainties and biases described above are used to determine the maximum credible reactivity
impact of these effects. This reactivity impact must be accounted for to guarantee subcritical storage of
fuel in the New Fuel Storage Vault and the Spent Fuel Storage Pool. The USL, or target kff, can be
determined by subtracting the sum of biases and uncertainties and additional administrative margin (see
Section 1.1) from the regulatory limit. This is shown below in Equation 2:

USL = kR - AkB&U - AkAd Eqn (2)

where,
2

USL upper subcritical limit;

k = regulatory limit on kff from 1 OCFR50.68 (see Section 1.1);

AkB&u = sum of biases and uncertainties; and

AkAd = additional administrative margin (see Section 1.1).

Safe storage of fuel bundles can also be achieved by crediting fuel rods containing gadolinia BA. This is
an acceptable approach because these BA rods are an essential feature of the bundle design used to shape
power distributions and improve performance. One key feature of gadolinia as a BA is that it depletes
faster than the uranium fuel in the bundle. It is possible, therefore, that the bundle reactivity will increase
as a function of depletion. Consequently, the USL needs to account for the potential reactivity increase
caused by gadolinia depletion, which is shown below in Equation 3:
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USL = kR -AkB&U -Ak Ad -AkGd Eqn (3)

where,

USL
kpý

AkB&U

AkAd

AkGd

= upper subcritical limit;

= regulatory limit on koff from 1OCFR50.68 (see Section 1.1);

= sum of biases and uncertainties;

-- additional administrative margin (see Section 1.1); and

= reactivity increase to peak reactivity from gadolinia depletion.
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3 ANALYSIS

This analysis supporting the baseline design of the fuel storage racks at South Texas Project Units 3 & 4,
a,c

considers an L ] arrangement in the X and Y dimensions with a square lattice pitch. No
credit for burnip_.is taken. Furthermore, this analysis considers a fixed poison panel (BORAL) with an
areal density ofL

] .Note that this is not the final selection of
the fixed neutron material and/or the loading. To this point, all the poison materials considered are
dispersions of B4C in an aluminum matrix and are therefore equivalent for the purposes of criticality
safety. The primary motivation for any change from BORAL would be an attempt to increase the
longevity of the poison material. The long term performance of the poison material can be evaluated after
a final selection is made in the final design of the racks. A coupon program will most likely be viewed as
mandatory, both from a viewpoint of prudence and to assure compliance with recent NRC staff guidance
on monitoring fixed poisons in spent fuel pools as part of the plant aging process [9].

Also, no soluble boron is present in this analysis. The only other absorber of note credited in this
analysis is gadolinia, Gd 20 3.

3.1 ASSUMPTIONS

The following assumptions are used throughout the criticality safety analysis:

* It is assumed that freshand spent fuel will be stored in identical racks.

* A representative fuel design is used in the design. The representative fuel design isE

]a,c

A baseline rack design is employed with assumed tolerances based on recent experience with fuel
storage of this type. These uncertainties are either based on similar published values or intended
to bound the final value that will apply once the rack design has been finalized. The baseline rack
design features stainless steel racks using B4C/Al fixed neutron absorbers. Table 3-1 shows the
dimensions and manufacturing tolerances and uncertainties that were assumed. Note that only the
tolerances and uncertainties that would result in an increase in reactivity were considered (i.e.,
decreased Boral thickness from nominal values was considered while the increased Boral
thickness from nominal was neglected).

It is assumed that a potential fuel drop accident will not cause a crush zone at the top of the cell
that is large enough to impact the neutron absorber. The neutron absorber will continue to
completely cover the active fuel region of the fuel bundle. Furthermore, the fuel bundle is
assumed to remain intact.

WCAP-1 7246-NP September 2010
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-Ia,c

3.2 POSTULATED ACCIDENT SCENARIOS

A range of abnormal conditions, or accident scenarios, can occur in the spent fuel pool. The
rearrangement of storage modules caused by a seismic event along with fuel handling or misplacement
scenarios must be considered.

A hypothesized earthquake could cause a relocation of rack modules within the spent fuel pool and
consequently reduce the spacing between modules due to a lateral shift. The potential accident scenario is
considered (or covered) by not taking any credit for spacing, and the conservative analysis model being

m sai•ng'hich bounds any reactivity caused by a reduction in inter-
module spacing.

A fuel bundle could be dropped while being handled or it could be accidentally misplaced. Through a
potential handling drop accident scenario, the fuel bundle could come to rest horizontally on the top of the
fuel storage racks. Since the top of the racks is taller than the fuel bundles stored in the racks, the
horizontally dropped fuel bundle and the fuel bundles stored in the racks will be neutronically decoupled.
In other words, the drop will not cause an increase in reactivity. This conclusion is based on the
assumption that the crush zone caused by the fuel bundle drop onto the top of the racks remains above the
active fuel region (see Section 3.1).

A fuel bundle drop or an accidental misplacement could cause a fuel bundle to either be placed in a
storage cell not qualified for storage or outside of the storage racks (space permitting). The event of a fuel
bundle being accidentally misplaced inside the storage rack is bounded by the conservative analysis
model which utilizes an infinite lateral array of storage cells with a fuel bundle in every location. This
means that any fuel bundle design that meets the fuel loading requirements will be allowed to be stored in

WCAP-17246-NP September 2010
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any location in the pool at any time in the life cycle of the bundle. Therefore, this bounds the reactivity
increase caused by any fuel bundle drop or misloading event within the spent fuel storage racks.

The second scenario of misloading a fuel bundle outside of the storage rack is explicitly modeled and
evaluated. A series of models were constructed to investirate the reactivity impact of several scenarios
involving a fuel bundle placed outside the storage racks. L

"a,,:

These misloading scenarios were considered both with and without fixed poison panels
along the outside face of the rack modules. The results indicate that while some scenarios do increase
reactivity slightly over the base case, none of them cause an increase over the USL.

WCAP-17246-NP September 2010
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4 SUMMARY

A methodology has been established, and is presented herein, for performing criticality safety analyses for
the South Texas Units 3 & 4 ABWR fuel storage racks in the New Fuel Storage Vault and Spent Fuel

Storage Pool. The methodology will be employed to establish storage requirements for the final fuel and
rack designs. Furthermore, assumptions and design criteria used in the criticality safety analysis are also
outlined herein.

The criticality safety analysis based on representative fuel and baseline rack design shows a comfortable

margin to the regulatory limits. The results for the New Fuel Storage Vault indicate a final margin of

more thanL to the 0.95 limit and more thanL to the 0.98 limit. The combination of

storage cell pitch, fixed poison in the racks, and Gadolinia rods when necessary guarantee safe storage
a,c

with more thanL to the 0.95 limit for the Spent Fuel Pool. Also, an additional administrative
a,c

margin ofL is reserved for both the New Fuel Storage Vault and the Spent Fuel Pool

evaluations. A summary of the results are shown in Appendix A.
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF NEW FUEL VAULT AND SPENT FUEL
POOL CRITICALITY SAFETY ANALYSIS

The storage requirements for bundles of the representative fuel design in the South Texas Units 3 & 4
New Fuel Storage Vault (NFSV) and Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) are summarized below. The primary
requirements are:

I

]ac

All final margin values reported in these calculations are in excess of an additional administrative margin
of[ j. This administrative margin provides additional uncredited margin to the regulatory
requirements.

The results of this analysis will need to be confirmed once final drawings are generated and available.
The final tolerance values will likely vary somewhat from what was assumed in this analysis, though
most should be bounded by the values used. The updated uncertainties will likely lower the overall
reactivity impact and increase margin.

Table A-I through A-7 summarizes the results of the criticality safety. analysis. As can be seen from Table

A-4, the sum of biases and uncertainties is[ ].This, combined with an administrative margin
,cc

Of[ yields a USL o ]. T This means the calculated keff reported by KENO must be less

than or equal tot ]"for 95/95 confidence that the real system keff will not exceed 0.95.
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a,c

a,c

_ ac
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a,c

It is clear from the results presented in Table A-5 that the calculated keff for a bundle with an enrichment

of[ is lower than the USL oft ] Therefore, fuel bundles with radial average

enrichments ofL ]or less can be stored safely without any requirement for Gadolinia loading]a,c
with the bundle, as stated above. An additionalL margin remains to the USL.

F1 ac
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a,c

I-

] ac

a,c
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The same storage rack used in the Spent Fuel Pool is intended for use in the New Fuel Storage Vault.
Therefore, the full density water flooded case is identical to the Spent Fuel Pool case. Furthermore, the
Spent Fuel Pool model represents an infinite array, so it is applicable to both storage locations.

An optimum moderation search calculation was performed for the New Fuel Storage Vault. This requires
the consideration of the full range of moderating conditions from 0 - I g/cm 3 water densities. Since the
fully flooded case is identical to the Spent Fuel Pool case, the bias and uncertainty calculations used for

the SFP are also applicable in the New Fuel Storage Vault. The optimum moderation search was
conducted for both the[ I and the[ The
results are illustrated in Figure 1-1 and are also shown in Table A-9.

a,c
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Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and that the averments of fact set forth in this

Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

B. F. Maurer, Manager

ABWR Licensing
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(1) 1 am Manager, ABWR Licensing, in Nuclear Services, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC

(Westinghouse), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the function of reviewing the

proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in connection with nuclear

power plant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to apply for its withholding

on behalf of Westinghouse.

(2) 1 am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the

Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse Application for Withholding

Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) 1 have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Westinghouse in designating

information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commercial or financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations, the

following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the information

sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

(i) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held in

confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining the

types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection, utilizes a

system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in confidence.

The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes Westinghouse

policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several

types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive

advantage, as follows:

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a, process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of Westinghouse's
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competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a competitive economic

advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or 3.

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a

competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved marketability.

(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his

competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance of

quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive

advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to protect

the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to sell

products and services involving the use of the information.

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
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(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If

competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a

competitive advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the

competition of those countries.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and development

depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390, it is to be received in confidence by the Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to the

best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is

appropriately marked in WCAP-1 7246-P, Revision 1, "South Texas Project Units 3 & 4 Fuel

Storage Racks Criticality Safety Methodology Report," (Proprietary) dated September 2010

for submittal to the Commission, being transmitted by South Texas Project Nuclear Operating

Company (STPNOC) letter and Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from

Public Disclosure, to the Document Control Desk. The proprietary information as submitted

by Westinghouse is that associated with the NRC review of South Texas Project Units 3 & 4

COL Application.

This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:

(a) Assist the customer in obtaining NRC review of the South Texas Project Units 3

and 4 COL Application.
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Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(a) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of this information to its customers for purposes

of plant specific spent fuel storage rack criticality analysis for ABWR plant designs

for licensing basis applications.

(b) Its use by a competitor would improve their competitive position in the design and

licensing of a similar product for ABWR spent fuel storage rack criticality analyses.

(c) The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing aspects of a

methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of competitors to

provide similar technical evaluations and licensing defense services for commercial power

reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of the information would

enable others to use the information to meet NRC requirements for licensing documentation

without purchasing the right to use the information.

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and the

expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical

programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the

requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended.

Further the deponent sayeth not.
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Proprietary Information Notice

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.

In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(ii)(f) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390(b)(1).

Copyright Notice

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright
protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is
permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document
room in Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include
the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.
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Nuclear Services
P.O. Box 355
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355
USA,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Direct tel: (412) 374-4419
Document Control Desk Direct fax: (412) 374-6526
Washington, DC 20555-0001 e-mail: maurerbf@westinghouse.com

WEC-STP-2010-0037

CAW-10-2974

October 6, 2010

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE

Subject: WEC-STP-2010-0037 P-Enclosure, "South Texas Project Units 3 & 4 RAI Response
(SRP Section 09.01.01) to No. 4987, Rev. 3" (Proprietary)

The proprietary information for which withholding is being requested in the above-referenced
presentation is further identified in Affidavit CAW- 10-2974 signed by the owner of the proprietary
information, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. The affidavit, which accompanies this letter, sets
forth the basis on which the information may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commission and
addresses with specificity the considerations listed in paragraph (b)(4) of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the
Commission's regulations.

Accordingly, this letter authorizes the utilization of the accompanying affidavit by South Texas Project
Nuclear Operating Company.

Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of this application for withholding or the
accompanying affidavit should reference CAW-10-2974 and should be addressed to J. A. Gresham,
Manager, Regulatory Compliance and Plant Licensing, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC,
P.O. Box 355, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15230-0355.

Very truly yours,

B. F. Maurer, Manager
ABWR Licensing

Enclosures

cc: T. Tai (NRC TWFN 6 D38M)
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AFFIDAVIT

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA:

ss

COUNTY OF ALLEGHENY:

Before me, the undersigned authority, personally appeared B. F. Maurer, who, being by me duly

sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of

Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), and that the averments of fact set forth in this

Affidavit are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief:

B. F. Maurer, Manager

ABWR Licensing

Sworn to and subscribed before me

this 6th day of October 2010

Notary Public

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
Notarial Seal

Cynthia Olesky, Notary Public
Manor Boro, Westmnoreland County

My Commission Expires July 16, 2014
Member. Pennsylvania Assodatton of Notaries
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I am Manager, ABWR Licensing, in Nuclear Services, Westinghouse Electric Company LLC

(Westinghouse), and as such, I have been specifically delegated the function of reviewing the

proprietary information sought to be withheld from public disclosure in connection with nuclear

power plant licensing and rule making proceedings, and am authorized to apply for its withholding

on behalf of Westinghouse.

(2) 1 am making this Affidavit in conformance with the provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the

Commission's regulations and in conjunction with the Westinghouse Application for Withholding

Proprietary Information from Public Disclosure accompanying this Affidavit.

(3) 1 have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures utilized by Westinghouse in designating

information as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commercial or financial information.

(4) Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulations, the

following is furnished for consideration by the Commission in determining whether the information

sought to be withheld from public disclosure should be withheld.

(i) The information sought to be withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held. in

confidence by Westinghouse.

(ii) The information is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for determining the

types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in that connection, utilizes a

system to determine when and whether to hold certain types of information in confidence.

The application of that system and the substance of that system constitutes Westinghouse

policy and provides the rational basis required.

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several

types, the release of which might result in the loss of an existing or potential competitive

advantage, as follows:

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component,

structure, tool, method, etc.) where prevention of its use by any of Westinghouse's
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competitors without license from Westinghouse constitutes a competitive economic

advantage over other companies.

(b) It consists of supporting data, including test data, relative to a process (or

component, structure, tool, method, etc.), the application of which data secures a

competitive economic advantage, e.g., by optimization or improved marketability.

(c) Its use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of resources or improve his

competitive position in the design, manufacture, shipment, installation, assurance of

quality, or licensing a similar product.

(d) It reveals cost or price information, production capacities, budget levels, or

commercial strategies of Westinghouse, its customers or suppliers.

(e) It reveals aspects of past, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded

development plans and programs of potential commercial value to Westinghouse.

(f) It contains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable.

There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the

following:

(a) The use of such information by Westinghouse gives Westinghouse a competitive

advantage over its competitors. It is, therefore, withheld from disclosure to protect

the Westinghouse competitive position.

(b) It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such

information is available to competitors diminishes the Westinghouse ability to sell

products and services involving the use of the information.

(c) Use by our competitor would put Westinghouse at a competitive disadvantage by

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expense.
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(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive advantage. If

competitors acquire components of proprietary information, any one component

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Westinghouse of a

competitive advantage.

(e) Unrestricted disclosure would jeopardize the position of prominence of

Westinghouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the

competition of those countries.

(f) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corporate assets in research and development

depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a competitive advantage.

(iii) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidence and, under the

provisions of 10 CFR Section 2.390; it is to be received in confidence by the Commission.

(iv) The information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available

information has not been previously employed in the same original manner or method to the

best of our knowledge and belief.

(v) The proprietary information sought to be withheld in this submittal is that which is

appropriately marked in WEC-STP-2010-0037 P-Enclosure, "South Texas Project

Units 3 & 4 RAI Response (SRP Section 09.0 1.01) to No. 4987, Rev. 3," (Proprietary) dated

September 2010 for submittal to the Commission, being transmitted by South Texas Project

Nuclear Operating Company (STPNOC) letter and Application for Withholding Proprietary

Information from Public Disclosure, to the Document Control Desk. The proprietary

information as submitted by Westinghouse is that associated with the NRC's review of

WCAP- 17246-P in support of the South Texas Project Units 3 and 4 COL application.

This information is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to:

(a) Assist the customer in obtaining NRC review of the Westinghouse spent fuel storage

rack criticality analysis methodology as applied to ABWR plant designs.
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Further this information has substantial commercial value as follows:

(a) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of this information to its customers for purposes

of plant specific spent fuel storage rack criticality analysis for ABVVR licensing

basis applications.

(b) Its use by a competitor would improve their competitive position in the design and

licensing of a similar product for ABVVR spent fuel storage rack criticality analysis

methodology.

(c) The information requested to be withheld reveals the distinguishing aspects of a

methodology which was developed by Westinghouse.

Public disclosure of this proprietary information is likely to cause substantial harm to the

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance the ability of competitors to

provide similar technical evaluations and licensing defense services for commercial power

reactors without commensurate expenses. Also, public disclosure of the information would

enable others to use the information to meet NRC requirements for licensing documentation

without purchasing the right to use the information.

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of

applying the results of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse effort and the

expenditure of a considerable sum of money.

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar technical

programs would have to be performed and a significant manpower effort, having the

requisite talent and experience, would have to be expended.

Further the deponent sayeth not.
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Proprietary Information Notice

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and/or non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC
in connection with requests for generic and/or plant-specific review and approval.

In order to conform to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 of the Commission's regulations concerning the
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the information which is proprietary in the
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary information has been deleted
in the non-proprietary versions, only the brackets remain (the information that was contained within the
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justification for claiming the information
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) through (f)
located as a superscript immediately following the brackets enclosing each item of information being
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters refer to the
types of information Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4)(ii)(a)
through (4)(iiXf) of the affidavit accompanying this transmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2.390(b)(1).

Copyright Notice

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice. The NRC is permitted to
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance,
denial, amendment, transfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocation, or violation of a license,
permit, order, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 regarding restrictions on public
disclosure to the extent such information has been identified as proprietary by Westinghouse, copyright
protection notwithstanding. With respect to the non-proprietary versions of these reports, the NRC is
permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document
room in Washington, DC and in local public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC must include
the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.


